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ON THE IMPEDXXCE OF GALV-N.‘ZfC CELLS 

XIX_ THE POTENTIAL DEPENDENCE QF THE FARADAIC IMP~~_~NCE 
IN THE CASE OF AN IRREVERSIBLE ELECTRODE REACTfON; 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION FOR THE REDOX COUPLE Eu~+/Eu~+ 
IN I &Z NaGlO AND THE MEC~~ISM OF THE ZnzfjZn(Hg) REACTION 
IN KC1 

In a previous p’ilperX, atheoreticaZ rrea-tzment for the potential dependence of 

the farad& impedance in the case that the electrode reaction behaves irreversibly 

witbrespectto d.c.cunen+ (irreversibleeletrtrodercactioa) maspresented.Thesystem, 

Eu”-/Eu”“ in I M NaG104, has been chosen to verify this theory. The rate constant of 
this redox couple is known to be fish- - 10-4 cm set-1, so that it is suitable as an 

example of an irreversible system. LVmeover, since both Eu3+ and Eu”+ exist in the 
solution, there is no need of amalgams_ From the theoretical expressions* it is pre- 
dicted that two peaks occur in an ax, polarogramif Euz-t and Eu”- are present at 
sufficientlylarge concentiations: this wiLlbe verified in this paper. Only one electron 
is involved in the reaction and therefore it is nnlikely that an intermediate etists 
that could also give rise to more peaks3 (see, however, ref. 4 and comments on this 
reference by GIERST AWD CORNELXSSEX~)- 

For the Znr+/Zn(Hg} reactioninxM KClalso, morepeakswereobse~edint-he 

ZLG. polamgram 51@* This was explained by assuming that the reactian proceeds z&z 
univalent zinc. This aszxmption wZl be reconsidered in the light of the ne%F theoretical 
expression.+ and of additiond[ experimental data described in this paper. 
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(D.M_E_) ; the drop was Azocked off xnechanically every 4-6 sec. The solutions were 
de-aerated with tank nitrogen. 

The a-c. polarograms were obtained by tie complex plane method75- wfiich 
means that the real and imaginary components, z” and Z”, of tie cell inxpedaxxce axe 

measurect as a Sun&on of d-c_ potential_ The impedance measmxments were @+ormed 

with the a.&. bridge described previously7_ The poteritial of th& D.M.E. wa6 measured 
agaixzst a S_C_E_ by meaxis of a potentiumeter with high input resistance. The ohmic 
resistance, Z?Q, of the cell was found either by extrapofation af 2’ to infinite frequency 
or from the value of 2’ at d-c. potentiats where the faradaic impedance is infinite. 

The Zn”T-/Zn(Hg) couple was studied at a ~~~~vsky-type streaming mercury 
or ziuc ama&am electrode (S.M_Ea) in a solution of 2512 7 in 1: _M’ KCI (pH 3)_ In. f&is 

case, cdl atittmces were -measured as a function of d.c. potential (as described 
previously8) irstead of cell impedances, because in an impedance circuit the char&g 
cwent causes a d-c. potential. shifts*3 which disturbs the measuremer&s_ The ohmic 
resistance was found by extrapolation of the cell adnxittance to infinite frequency. 

D.c. palarograms were recorded for different ratios Eu~+/Eu~+ with a total 
conce3ska$ion of 20 r&W in I M NaGLO fpXZ 3)_ BY plotiing the &diffusion limiting 
currents, &, against ix, for different ratios, a straight Zinc is obtained (Fig. I)* from 
wticb the dSf~ion ccmstzz~~ts for Eu 3~ and Euz+- can be calctiated using tlze Ilkcwic 
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The average value of p is 0.57 _to_o+ It is possible to calculate the rate constant, 

f&h, from the log &-values. However, this is not very accurate, due to the uncertainty 
in ,8_ Better results are obtained by plotting log io/Csus + against log CIW+/CE~~ + (ref. 
IO; p. 167) yielding p=o_60 to-05 and Rsn=(z.5 &O-S) - IO-~ cm set-I. It is also 

possible to make such a plot from io-values calculated from the measured impedances 
at the equilibrium potential 721 for different ratios of Eu3+ and Eu”+_ This plot yields 

VALUES OF /I?? AXD LOG ii, OBT_4INED FROM D.C. POLXROGRAMS 

5-I x4-9 o-53 -3.FO 
10.x 9-9 0.60 -3-65 
II.2 6.8 O.=J5 -3.62 
=3-5 6.5 0.6~ - 3-56 

,B=o_5g and KS&= (z.g-&o_z) - x0-4 cm set-1, in good agreement x&h the result from 
the d-c. polarograms. These ,B- and K sh-values are apparent values, as no doubIe-layer 
correction has been made. The standard potential, 2% = - 605 -f-s mV (SCE), was 

determined from the equilibrium potentials at different ratios Eu3+/Eu”+_ 

GIERST AND CORNEL~SSEX~ have studied the Eu3+/Eu”+ reaction in various 
Concentrations of NaGlo and reported D&a+ = 7.1 x IO-” cm”- SeC-l, DEU7+ =8.3 x 
10-e cm2 set-1 and Eo= -600 mV (SCE)_ From their Tafel plot for I &I NaCIOa. it 

can be calcuXated.that oc=o_+y, 8=0_56 and kstl=x_5 x IO--J cm sec;l_ AU these 

va.l~es are in reasonable or good agreement with the values reported in this paper. 
The impedance measurements were analysed according to the complex plane 

method by calculating the quantity x/q = YF’ (real component of the faradaic ad- 

mittance) as a function of the electrode potential, 17 being defined byI- 

in which 6 is the activation polarization resistance and cr the Wxburg coefficie;?lt. It 
has been pointed out that a plot of I/Q against E is essentially an ideal rtzzG c~~~u~e~~ 
U.C. poEa7cg7uwt~. 

These plots are given in Fig. 3 for different concentrations of Fu3f and Eu??. 
It can be seen that even an irreversible electrode reaction as that for.e&pinm yields 
substantial peaksin such a polarogram, as was predicted theoreticallyl. From-Fig; 3 

it follows that the &odic peak height ~dep&nls linearly bn the _EuzT con&ntiation‘-dnd 
the cathodic peak height on- the Eua+ concentration, _as both 8 a&l CT- sho&d be && 

verse17 proportional to concentration7. 
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.E (V vs. SCE? 

Fig. 2. The real component of the faradaic admittance (I/Y) as a function of potential at 4So Hz 
(D-X-E.). (9). potentials anodic to Eo; ‘(0). cathodic potentials. Concns.: (I), 10 m&1 Eu~+; 
(2). 14 - Eu X- + 6 m%f Euzf; (3). 11.7 m_W EU~+ + 8.3 m.M Eu’+; (4). 6-5 mM Eu3f i_ 13-5 
mnil Eu**; (5). 2-6 mM Eu3f + 174 ml&T Eu’f. 

Fig: 3_ Ckibration lines: (I), Eu3+; (z), Eu=+. 
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Fig:. 4. (a). The activation polarization resistance 8 (e) and the Warburg coefficient CT (0) as a 
function of potcmtial for zo m&T Eu ~-obtained with the frequency variation method (D.N.E.). 
Theoretical curves (f&l lines) are calcd. from eqn. 4. 
@) Plot of I/Q us. potenti (+) for 20 mnil Eu 3f at 480 Hz: Theoreirlcal &n-k (full line) is caldd. 
from.(r) and (4)_ 

nents &Z them admittande of the electrode-solution titerface (electrode -adxnitta&e) : 
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{note that Y-~~*=I[Q)_ If~=~/mw-* and Cd is the double-Iayer capacity, Y,l” =oCa 
i- J?,l’/fp + XI) holds; if at a certain potential, therefore, Y em* and Yell’ are varied, a plot 

of Yei” aga.inst Y ei’ wi..lI be a straight line if Cd remains constant_ NormaBy, the varia- 
tlon of Yel’ and Yer” is effected by varying the total concentration of the electroactive 
species. In the case of an irreversible reaction, the procedure is also possible for 

sufficiently anodic or cathodic potentials, by varying the Ox/Red ratio, keeping the 

total concentration constant. The latter procedure has been followed in our case and 
indeed straight lines were obtained at different potentials. The p-values obtained in 

this way were in accordance with those of the frequency variation and were used to 
calculate f3 and 0 from the r/q-curve in Fig. I for 6.5 m&T Eu3+ and 13-5 m_iW Eu"+ 

(Fig. 5a). 

-E(V vzSCE) 

Fig. 5 (a)_ Yhe activation polarization resistance 8 ( 0) ancL fhe Warburg coeffFcien+ d (0) as a 
function of potential for 6.5 mJl Eu~+ + 13-5 mM Eu’+ obtained with the concn. variation meth- 
od (.D_3KE.). Theoretical curves (ful1 lines) are calcd. from eqn. 4. 
(b) Plot of 1/g VS. potential (+) for 6.5 III&~ Euat- + 13 5 m.&f Eu"f at 480 Hz. Theoretical curve 
(fulr lme) is cakd. from (I) and :4)_ 

In Figs. 4 and 5, theoretical curves also have been drawn for comparison with 
the expetiental results. The curves were calculated from the theoretical expression_+ 

for 0 and cT: 

e= IiT- a0 + @o/ax) exp (q+ + exp (-fF) 

flZfiZRsh 'a0~xp~-_p~))+t~/a~)exp~~pl)]Cof+exp(~~)[a~O1-exp~--gpi)]C~* 

: f4a> 

CT= 
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I 

curves were obtained from the d-c. measurements_ The following values have been 

used: Eo= -605 mV (S.C.E.),os=o.4, ksb=z_5 X TO-4 Cm SPC-~, 2.&=7-O X IO-6 Cm2 

see-1, DR=IC_O x IO-” cm’ see-l, @=54-g see-5 ($30 Hz), a0=3_g and an=~t.s_ 
The agreement bet-r>-een the experimental andtbeoretical results is very good 

for 20 m&l Eu3+ (Fig- I)_ This is somewhat beyond expectation, in view of the fact 
that some data (especially LY) used in the calculations are not accurately known. The 
curves in Fig. 5 for6.5 mMEu3+and 13-5 mfilEu~+donotagreewellforpotentialsin 

the vicinity of Ea, but the agreement is still reasonable. At these potentials the theo- 
retical curves are sensitive for errors in the kg,,-value inserted. If ksh=z.g x x0-4 

cmsec-I is inserted, as was calculated from thea.c_ measurements,abetter fit of the 

theoreticalandexperimentalcurvesis obtained_ -4tpotentialsmoreremote from Eo,8 
and G are not very sensitive to the k sh-x’alue (cf- eqn- (20) and (22) of ref. I> So that the 
calculated c lzlves of Fig_ 4 do not change at all, or only slightly. if the &,-value is 

varied. 

Figure 3 shows that the ~/p(peal;) against concentration plot passes through 

the origin forEu"_ Tvhereasthe plot for Eu. ?f has a (smill) positive intercept_ This is 

explainedbythe factthatatthe cathodic peak potential (-775 mV) the contribction 

ofC~* (=2omAZ ifC0*= o) in the denominator of the expressions for 0 and CF (3) is 

not neglQ$ble, as can be calculated theoretically using the data given above. The 

experimentalinterceptisofthesamemagnitude asthetheoreticalone. At the anodic 
peak potential (-350 mV). the contribution of the term in CO* is too sma_l_I to be 
detected_ 

_ _ 
Summ~mg,itcanbeconcludedthattheeruperimentalresultsforthefaradaic 

impedance of the Eu3+fEuz+ system are in good accordance with the theory for the 
potential dependence of the faradaic impedance in the case of irreversible electrode 
reactionsI_ 

Recently6 we commnnica~ed on the mechanism of the Znz+/Zn(Hg) reaction- 
The occurrence of more than one peak in the I/p-plot was thought to prove that the 
reaction proceeds Grr uni-Jalentzinc.Thcoreticalcalculationsweremadetosho~vthat 

for a one-step electrode reaction only one peak could occur. However, the theoretical 

expressions used were incorrect and a better treatment1 shows that two peaks can 
occur. 

The theoretica1a.c polarograms (~/q-plots) in ref..1 (Figs- I and 2) have.been 

calculaked with parameters that are -known to pertain to the Zn"+/Zn(Hg) reaction 

(oc,Do,II)B) at a D-M-E. (60 and &)_The'experimentd ~/q-plots for a D.M.E. with 

varyingcoocentration_ofsurfactantBRY3~ (Figs_Sandgofref_ 6) agreequalitatively 

\vith the theoretical curves cakulated for different k,~values_ The experimenk_l 

cathodic (Znz*) wave has the same heightandshapk asthe corresponding theoretical 

one- Thee,urper&nental -o&c (zinc amalgam) waveis considerablylowerthan theory 

pred+s_ Thiscould.becausedbythefactthat&--9 --IO-_~cmiktoola.rge tith+-espect 
to theradius of the droplet,u- 5-ro-"cm, sothattheassumption of linear diffusion 

‘no longer-_hplds_ The s?zouG% i" the._anodic range at ---q-45_ V (S.C.E.) ~(pe& Ia in 

I%& S bfrgf_-6)is n&&in accordancewiththetheoryzpresented_ Pr&Bbly,theg5oten:. 

tiald~:~jendenceoftheadsorptio~ofthefll~actant~andthereforenftherate.constanr 

k sh, has to b&taketi.into accountl". 

~.--~~Ekctroa~aE..GBem-,~+~..:(rg67} x3x-x9.1 
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Since this complication does not occur if the reaction is made more irvev~~~bZe 

by using a S M-E., a comparison of experiment and theory in this case seems workhwile- 

For this purpose we measured the admittances of a streaming 3-mM zjnc amalgam 
electrode in a I iIT KC1 (pH 3) solution of 3 mM Zn2+ at different potentials for 

frequencies between 320 and 2500 Hz- From these measurements, 8 and 0 were 
calculated as for emopium (Fig. 6)_ The solution was adjusted to pH 3 because the 
small pe& at -1330 mV (S_C.E_)S, earlier ascribed to the Zn(OH)$Zn reactionl", 

does not then appear. 

For the calculation of the theoretical 19- a& o-curves in Fig. 6, we inserted 

in (4) the following data 7.14 which are relevant to the zinc couple at a S.M.E.: 

- 

h 

a!! 1.1 1.2- 
-E (V vs. SCEI -E (V ~‘5. SCE) 

Fig. 6. The activation polarization resistance 8 (0) and the Warburg coefficient u (0) as a function 
of potential for 3 m&? Zn(Hg) + 3 m-M Zn”’ in I M KC1 (pH 3) obtained xx-ith the frequency varia- 
tion method (S.X_E.)_ Theoretical curves (full lines) are calcd. from eqn. 4; (I), a = 0.70; (z), 

CL = 0.75. For other data see te.xt. 

Dzn=z D -2+ =1.6 x 10-5 cm2 set-1, TZ=Z, Eo= -1035 mV (S.C.E_) and 5or curve I 

(x=0 7, ao/an=o.S, ao=Io, ksh=3_S x 10-3 cm set-1 andforcurve 2,OC=0_75,ao=aR= 

15, ksh= 4-3-x10-scmsec-lt.Themaindifferencebetweenthetwo curvesiscausedby 

cr; the other data are chosen to obtain the best fit with the expertiental results. It 

should be noted that, strictly speaking, (4) may notbeused for a S.M.E.", butinthis 

casethemorerigorous expression5 reduces to (4) sincethefrequencies used are suffi- 

ciently high*_ The agreement between experimental andtheoreticalresultsis reason- 

able, considering that the d-c. potential is not corrected for the ohmic drop in the 

solution (22 - 30 52 and the &rect current of the order of milliamperes)_ 

Thesamedatahavebeenusedtocalculatetheoreticalr/q-plotsforthe~S.M.E.; 

these can be compared with the experimental plots already published6.-Again, the 

agreement is good and even the shouZdep in the r/q-plot for Cm* =O appears in the 

theoreticalcurve;this shoulderdoesnotprove,therefore,thattwo~electrode-reactions 

are takingplace. 

We also measured admittances of a S.&&E. in 0-i M and x M KCls+luti~lns 

t Theoretically 6 = g l/-zDf f or a S_M.E., if t iS the contact time. as can be derived fro= themlimiting 
current expression for a S.&&E. 
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(pH 3) with varying concentration of BRY 35 up to I g/l_ The r/g-plots obtained from 
these measurements have, qualitatively, the same form as the curves for a D.M_E. in 
the presence of BRY 356_ They are not represented here, .as it is difficult to interpret 
them quantitatively, The unknown poteirtial dependence of ksh has to be taken into 
account12; moreover, the concentration profiles of the electroactive species and BRY 
35 at a S.IVI.E_ are not known exactly2 and it would be difficult to obtain for this case 
even simplified expressions for the faradaic impedance- 

It may be concluded that the a.c. measurements at the D.M.E. and the 
S.N_E_ for the zinc redox couple in I 35 KC1 eve no definite evidence of au interme- 

diate Zn+ as was thought in a previous papers. 

Some investigators 7.13 have reported the occurrence of a small second peak in 

the a-c. polaragrams of zinc in I M KC1 at a D.M.E. In ~z.ormaZ LG. pokzmgrams this 

peak was found to disappear on lowering the pH or de-aerating the solution13 and 
therefore it was ascribed to the formation of Zn(OH)~ ou the eLectrode surface due to 

OH- arising- from the reduction of OZ. According to our experience the second peak 
becomes smaller in acidic solutions, but does not disappear (cf- dashed curve in Fig_ g 

of ref_ 6)_ This is fully in accordance with the theoretical polaro~arn, given in ref. I 

(curve I iu Fjg. I) and it must therefore be concluded that the second peak found for 

acid solutions is due to the Zn2+/Zn(Hg) reaction as is the first peak. -The enhance- 

ment in neutral solution may be explained in two ways: either by the assumption 
that Zn(OH)n is formed, or by the assumption that ksh decreases slightly resulting in a 

lowering of the first peak and an increase in the second. 

The mchanism of the Zn~+/Zn(Hg) reaction has been the subject of many 
investigations and the existence of the Znf ion as au intermediate is postulated in a 

number of publications. We comment below on these papers in the light of our clwn 

findings_ 

DIR~;~sE’J concluded that the electrode reaction of ziuc in KOH solutions 

proceeds via Zn+, erroneousl>T supposin, = that the reaction is reversible, as he noticed in 
a later paper Ia_ His experimental data can be e_xplaiued fully by the assumption that 
the irreversible electrode reaction 

ZnO+ -E z Hz0 i-a e f Zn+l OH- 

proceeds with cy = o&3. 
HUSH X~TD BLACIELEQGE~~ measured KS= ant2 cx of the zinc couple in NaClOa 

solutions of different ionic strength_ They concluded from the concentration depend- 

ence of ksh and a that there is some evidence for the consecutive-step mechanism. 

However, it should be noted that the corrections. for the double-layer structure 
(_~?~?~-P?zRGz tfiaovy, ref. IO. chap. 7) in the case of a single charge-transfer step should be 
made in the calculation of K sh and oc before dra+ng conclusions from a concentration 
dependence ; 

The Frumkin correction for ksh can be made according tolo 

ffi=4=FT = (&xi& e-up (&-Z,) Fy+TZ- w 

iri :$hich (&) aPP. and-(&)t are the rate constants without and with the double$yer 
corrktion, Ze is the ionic valence with sign of the. oxidized’form of the electroactive 
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nspecies and qzisthe potentialithe outer plane of closest approach_ Unfortunately, 

we have no data for 972 for NaC104 solutions, butatpotentials close to E,-, of the zinc 

couple, specific adsorption of C104- is small17 and data for NaFl* or KC119 may be 
used as an approximation_ With these data it can be calculated from (5) that in the 
concentration range o-I-1 J-1, (&) app for a simultaneous two-electron transfer beha- 
ves similarly to that observed by HUSH ASD BLACJZLEDGE. Moreover, a correction 

should be made for the change in activity coefficients. If the reasonable assumption is 
made that the activity coefficients increase for decreasing concentration, the apparent 
&h-values will increase,in accordance with e,xperiment. 

From the current-voltage relation with double-layer correctionlo, it can be 

derived in our notation that 

I-LX app = (#?a& = 1 --OCt -I- (OLt - 1 +Zo/=) (q2 - fpPql(E -Eeq) (6) 

If CQ = 0.70 and 20 = n = 2 are inserted, this expression yields, with the qz-data of 
NaF, that PspP changes from 0.32to 0.35 for 1t.0 0-1 M solutions_ Forthe ~-values 

of KCL ,8q,p ranges from o-33 to 0.36. It can be seen that an increase in fiapp can be 
explained in this way_ The increase m B observed by HUSH AND BLACKLEDGE is, 
however,largerthanwas calculatedfrom (6) withapproximatedataforw,andshould 

be otherwise explained_ On the other hand, KORYTA 20 has made an analogous in- 
vestigation of the zinc reaction in NaN03 solutions which shows that ksh and a are 
independent of the NaNOs concentration if the proper double-layer corrections are 
made_ Thus from the concentration dependence of k sh anda foundby HUSH AND 

BLACILLEDGE~~ little evidence remains for the existence of the Zn+ ion. 
ThehighvalueofBatanodicoverpotentials,calculatedbytheseauthorsfrom 

the amalgam &ssolution currents, could indicate the existence of Zn+_ However, it 

should be noted that, frequently, a maximum occurs in the anodic Zn(Hg) current 

(cf- dashed cm-vein Fig. 6 of ref. 6), which possibly couldlead to an erroneous value 

of #K This is supported by the rather large inaccuracy in ,IS found by HUSH -4s~ 

RL~CKLEDGE. 

To explain the irreversibility of the zinc electrode reaction apparent from the 
oscillopolarograms, H~~~ovs~~~1.22 assumedthatthe Zn+ intermediate e_uist_s_ This 

is said to beindicated by the dependence of the osciUopo1arogra11~ on temperature, 

frequency andthe presence of gelatine. In our opinion, HEYROVSK+ has presented a 
possible theoretical explanation for the irreversibility of the zinc reaction but has 
given no conclusive experimental proof for the existence of Zn+. The different positions 
of the anodic and cathodic incisions only prove the irreversible character of a reaction, 
(cf- in the voltage sweep method'3, even for reversible reactions, the anodic a& 

cathodic PC&-Z are z.2 RT/mF apart)but d o not necessarily imply the existence of an 

intermediate. The dependence on temperature, frequency and gelatine cannot be 
interpretedinterms of any mechanism until theoretical expressions areavailable for 

the oscillopolarograms of irreversible electrode reactions_ 

Finally,ifthe Znfionis anintermediateinthe zinc reaction,_themost accep- 

table fate of Zn+isthe dismutationi-6 

zZn+ -+ Zn+Zn2+ 

we have made a chronopotentiometic study tom obtain, if possible, the valpe-of the 
dismutation rate- constant, k. Transition m-s, t, of zo seti-io msec were_mea&red 
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at .a. hanging mercury chop in 5 ti and IO m&.? Zn”+ solutions in I M KC1 (pH: 3) 
w&h zo and JO rng/l of the surfactant, BRY- -$_ For t >- I-set, a cotiection was made 
for the sphoricity of the drop- -4_ From a plot of i/l/z against $3, the rate constant, k, 
can be cakulated”~. These plots showed that the dismutation, if present, is very fast 

(K > 109 ljmole set) _ It is, therefore, unlikely that Zn+ could be detected experimental- 

IV- 
In our opinion, no definite proof for the. existence of- the 2%” ion as an inter- 

mediate in the zinc electrode reaction has so far been presented in literature. The 
experimental data can be e_xplained by the one-step electrode reaction 

Znsf + z e Z? Zn(Hg) 
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An experknental verification of the theory for the potential dependence of the 

for 
for 

faradaic impedance in the case of irreversible electrode reactions, described in part 
,XVIII_, is presented for the Eu~+/Eu~+ couple in I MKaClO~ at a D.M.E_ It is shown 
that two peaks occur in an,a.c. polarogram, if both Eu3f and Eu”+ are present. A good 

quantitative agreement exists between the experimentally found- and theoretically 
calculated-faradaic impedance as a function of electrode potential: 

The consequences of the theoretical treatment in part XVIII are discussed for 
the zinc couple in the presence of surfactants. The a-c. measurements do not prove 
that the reaction proceeds v-ia univalent zinc, as was concluded earlier. The evidence 
for the existence of the Zn+ ion, published by a nnmber of authors, is discussed and it_ 

is concluded that no definite proof for the existence of _Zn+ has so far been presented_ 




